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Horse Helpers of the High Country
continue to help animals in need
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Posted: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:37 pm
By Jesse Campbell jesse.campbell@mountaintimes.com

Posted on Aug 21, 2015
by Jesse Campbell

Just west of Boone in a
pastoral setting that
could be almost any
rural community in the
High Country is a quaint
unassuming farmstead

that is unlike any other.

File Photo.

Horse Helpers
{span}
Matt Wilson, who has been volunteering at the
{/span}{span class=”highlight”}
Horse Helpers
{/span}{span}
for years, says that working with horses is an escape from the dayto-day routine.
{/span}
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Nestled among the rolling hills of western Watauga
County – not too far from the bumper-to-bumper traffic of
the downtown — in an idyllic mountain paradise is a
community outreach that is helping a population that is all
too commonly forgotten.
Known as Horse Helpers of the High Country, the
nonprofit entity has been lending needed care to horses,
donkeys and mules in the region since 2004.
Throughout the years, Horse Helpers has seen
countless animals come and go from its stable doors.
Many times, the animal outreach comes in contact with
animals when they are in dire need.
The outreach has countless success stories that have
been written within the 10-stall stable barn that has
brought several horses back from the brink of death.

APPALACHIAN SPORTS
Chance is one of rescue group’s most recent comeback
stories.
He is among their newest arrivals, according to the
organization’s website.
At only 1 year of age, he is missing about 90 percent of
his hair after being rescued when he was 6 months old.

Due to his poor upbringing, Chance’s immune system hasn’t completely developed and he is unable to fight off

illnesses a normal horse would be able to.
After Chance was surrendered to the sanctuary for mistreated animals, he stopped losing his hair and is now
putting on weight. The swelling in his back legs has gone down and the farrier has started working on the
deformation in his hooves,.
When the weather allows, Chance receives medicated baths and he goes on daily walks to help with his
movement.
Stories such as Chance’s are one of many that have swelled the hearts of everyone Horse Helpers has touched.
Dawn Wilson, fundraising director for the rescue group, is just one of many that Horse Helpers has touched in a
profound way.
Wilson, a horse enthusiast, lived on the same road of the outreach for a number of years. Like so many people in
the region, she was totally unaware of the work they performed on abused or neglected horses.
Once she became involved with the refuge, she saw the little miracles that happen on-site on an almost regular
basis.
Typically, Horse Helpers doesn’t get involved in any case until it is contacted first.

MARKETPLACE

“It starts with animal control or people in the community that see an animal in distress or hurt,” Wilson said.
Concerned citizens then contact the local authorities, which often work with Horse Helpers to rescue or assist
ailing horses.

Animal
Emergency & P...
Boone, NC

Horse Helpers then conducts its own investigation to see if the animal has been abused and what its most
pressing issues are affecting the animal’s health.
“We try very hard to help out the family if they are low on food and can’t afford it,” Wilson said. “Otherwise, we have
to get the horse and bring it back.”
When it reaches their stables, volunteers must allow a veterinarian to come and perform a physical check on the
animal.
At this point, the road to recovery is just beginning.
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“Lots of time, horses that are hungry, neglected and abused have trust issues with people,” she said.. “It takes time
to develop all of that with them. We usually end up keeping them for a year. On average, it takes a starved horse
that long before its healthy enough to be adopted out.”
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The adoption process is typically an arduous vetting
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“Whoever is interested in adopting has to go through (this) whole process,” Wilson. “We need to make sure you
(the family) have facilities that that particular horse needs. If you have other horses in the field, are you able to feed
and support the horse and everything that comes with owning a horse? We want what’s best for the horses and we
want the best horse for you.”
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Regardless of your situation, Horse Helpers has the perfect animal to complement anyone’s growing stable, she
said.
“If you want a companion horse, a friend for the horse you have, we have those,” Wilson said. “We will come out
and look at your situation and work to adopt the correct horse for you. If you are looking for a show horse or trail
horse, we have those, too. We just need to know what your needs are and to make sure everything is in sync. It is
a bit of a deal, but you get an amazing animal for almost no money.”
Horses like the ones offered at the stable typically cost thousands of dollars outside of a rescue.
“If you go to rescue, you get a quality horse, it’s not like throwaways ...,” Wilson said. “When you adopt from our
rescue, you are getting a spectacular animal that is going to trust you and will be healthy.”
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Wilson knows this guarantee from firsthand experience.
While looking to adopt a horse to replace her aging beauty, Wilson turned to Horse Helpers.
Popular

What they found was a stunning former racehorse that had been put out to pasture by an owner that could no
longer care for him.
“We went down to the rescue and checked out what was there,” she said. “(We) decided on Jet. He is blind in one
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eye and fuzzy in the other, most would get rid of him.

weekend

“We adopted him knowing he would have visual issues. He is fine. We ride him. He is very trusting. He meanders
through the pasture and comes trotting when I clap my hands.”

NWS: Indications on the rise for

None of what the rescues does would be possible without support from the community and generous donors,
which is why they are always gracious for any that comes there way, officials said.

Man says he was wrongfully arrested,

To donate and see more about what Horse Helpers does, visit horsehelpersnc.org/get-involved/.
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